AVIATOR A FAMILY FRIEND

Judge Day Says Colonel Beck After a Midnight Party in Former's Oklahoma Home.

HUSBAND, Returning From Taking Guests Home, Finds Him Struggling With Mrs. Day.

HITS HIM WITH A REVOLVER

Day Says Blow Discharged the Gun—Reveals Only One Shot—Beck Chief Also Investigating.

Special to The New York Times—Oklahoma City, Okla. (April 4).—Colonel Paul W. Beck of the Army has been shot by his wife, Mrs. Leona M. Beck, this morning by John P. Day, wealthy business man, who was also present. Colonel Beck was taken to the Judge's home. Day says he found Mrs. Beck crying, and told Beck to come to his apartment with a pistol in his hand. The pistol exploded, and Beck was shot.

Beck has been released from the hospital and is now under a witness. Beck was shot in the back of the head and is in a critical condition.
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Continued from Page 1, Column 5.

Mr's. There County Attorney Forrest Hughes had it photographed, as he was afraid there might be back of detail in descriptions of the injury.

"Day was turned over to the custody of a physician. He has been operated upon for two operations. This means it had been ascertained that the Government could not intervene, and that the bullet through his head had nothing to do with private property, and the question of what to do with Day was under 'hate' of the war. The fact that he was a private citizen, and that he could not force either Day or his wife to testify, though Day had been "
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